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Abstract 

Both the experimental laboratory model of punishment and the 

juvenile justice system's negative sanctioning process have a 

common goal of suppressing undesired behavior. The psychological 

literature on the experimental model of punishment contains a 

number of prin~iples which have been demonstrated to improve the 

effectiveness of punishment in suppressing behaviors under 

controlled study. This paper presents five of these principles 

w~~ch yield p~edictions about deterrence of illegal acts by the 

use of negative sanctions in the form of testable hypotheses. 

The paper begins with a discussion of the objections voiced 

by some authors to the practice of extrapolating from an 

experimental model to the actions of the juvenile justice system. 

Objections have been made on two grounds: that the paradigms used 

in laboratory studies of punishment are too dissimilar from the 

process~of justice system sanctioning, and that the subjects used 
',I .:...) 

in experimental studies of punishment are not representative of 
/\ 

the h~man- adolescents sanctioned by the juvenile just ice system-. 

Although these objections are serious, it is proposed that 

research is needed which addresses the questtions of' 

generalizability of the experimental findings to the juvenile 

justice system, before the possible benefits of such ~ri 

extrapolation approach are forgone. 

The first principle discussed isothe pfinciple of inten~ity 

of avers i ve st imulus. When shock is, used, mor~ severe puni shment 
" suppresses beha¥ior more thoroughly. Some problems in # 

(1, <\ 

application of this finding to junvenile" sanction'ing ,are 

() 

\ 

considered, and studies are reviewed in which the effects of 

s~verity of sanctions on juvenile'§ re?ffending were examined. 

The second principle, temporal proximity of the punishment to 

the behavior, asserts that punishment is more effective when less 

time is allowed, to pass between act and, sanction. Several 

reasons for this delai effect are noted. The possibility is 

presented that the juvenile's special human cognitive and 

language capacities may be used to help overcome the effects of 

delay of punishment. 

The third principle, availability of reward for the behavior, 

explains ,how past rewards strengthen behaviors, and rewards 

concurrent with punishment serve to maintain the behavior, 

yielding only a temporary suppressive punishm~nt effect. These 

points are treated as suggesting a need for det:ction of 

delinquency early in a juvenile's career and reducing the 

opportuni;ies available for reward from illegal acts~ 

The schedule of delivery of punishment is the fourth 

principle. Punishment of every instance of a behavior is more 

effective than intermittent punishment delivery. Indeed, some 

studies sho~ that intermittent punishment may actually serve to 

strengthen behavior. These results are interpreted in the 

context of perceived uncertainty of punishment, which may 

"increase juveniles' willingness to commi t illegal acts. 
() 

~he·£inal principl~consideFed is the heed for available 

altern~tives to the punished response. This principle seems to 

imply the rehabilitation efforts must be combined with 
-.;';::'~'. 

punishment. However, several problems exist in extrapolating 

~/d'"#" .......... ,.,---~~.-. , • ....,._.,""' .... _ •• ~ "'~~~~.,...:::"'I ____________ "'~ ..... _--::'. ___ ".""'";,...,~ __ -"~~~~4~=:t,.~~~>.:.;~~:;: .. ;J.JC 
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form the laboratory paradigm used to develop this principle to 

the real-life world of the juvenile offender. 

Following discuss ion of these five pr inciples of" punishment 

and then implications for juvenile sanctioning, two cautionary 
Ii 

comments are made. It is noted that the interprinciple 

relationships have not been systematically explored, and it is 

possible that less than optimal application of one principle may 

be compensated for by maximizing of another. This qspect of the 

approach will be important in overcoming practical, legal, 'and 

ethical constraints in the applicatiori of negative sanctions. It 

is also pointed out that there are individual differences in 

responsiveness to punishment caused by the social, psychologi~al, 

and physiological background and status of each juvenile. 
1(" . 

Applicati\£>n of any of the principles of' punishment cannot be 
'.';'" 

expected to hdve uniform results across all juveniles. 

The paper concludes with the reminder that application of any 0, 
, 

of the principies of punishment would be premature without 

extensive research aimed at exploration of the numerous issues 

brought" up in the COU1::se of this exploratory paper. 
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Cautions "Concerning the Appropriateness for Juvenile Deterrence 

of the Learning Theory Model, of Punishment.~. 

A nuinber of authors have espoused the relevance of a learning 

theory model of punishment for application in official negative 

sanctioning.of illegal behaviors. Chopra (1969, p. 150) has 

asserted that we have "now probably reached the stage where 

extrapolations of findings to the human condition could have some 

meaning" and presents suggestions for ways in which findings from 

laboratory studies of punishment "may he applied to the actual 

problem of controll ing " illegal behavior." Because of its 

exlusive concern with suppressing behavi9~, S!nger (1970) 

proposed that the experimental model of punishment is even more 
\} 

relevant to deterrence of criminal behavior th?n to animal 

training and child rearing~ two areas in which labor~tory-derived 

punishm~nt principals are frequently applied. Jeffrey (1965) 

inferred from learning experiments that it "is the certainty of 

punishment, .' not' the ·severi ty, that deters persons from commi tting 

illegalr~beha vior s. 
, I 
,,~~' 

Assertions of the pertinence of principles deriv~,d from an 

experimental model of punishment for the effective application of 

negative sanctions to illegal behaviors have not gone 

unchallenged by writers in deterren~e theo~y. " Objections have 

b~en made on two grounds: that the p~ocedural paradigms used in 

--------------------

*Although the authors cited in this section have discussed 
primarily the~' adul t . .criminal justice system, tJi'e present. paper 
focu~e~ ort the juven~le j'!stice system and will r\efer' 
spec.lflcally to the Juvenlle system hereafter. l f! " 

'':..' 
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laboratory studies of punishment effectiveness are too dissimilar 

from the process of negative sanctioning as it occurs in the 

juvenile justite system, and that the subjects used in 

experimental studies of punishment are? not representative of the 

human adolescents who are the recipients of negative sanctions 

froin the juvenile justice system. 

Questions about laboratory paradigms. In regard to the first 

objection, a brief description of a typical laboratory punishment 

procedure is in order. The experimenter uses a reward, such as 

food, to train a food-deprived animal to perform a ~ingle, 
. J 

well-defined behavior, suth as pressing ~ bar. When the behavior 

is being performed at a stable rate , the,. experimenter begins to 
~Q 

deliver an aversive stimulus instead of the reward contipgent on 

performance of the animal's behavior. He measures the fFequency 

of performance.of the behavior, and if it decreases he infers 

that punishment has occurred. Zimring and Hawkins (1973) have 

discusse,d some of the important .ways in which this sort of, 

laboratory procedure differs from the judicial process of 

negative sanctioning. 

One of the major criticisms made by experimental 
psychologists of "the punishment of crime" is that it is 
deficient as a form of aversive conditioning. It is, as 
Professor Eysenck says, "a very haphazard affair." Both Mr. 
Chopra an~ Professo~ ~i~ge~ speak .of the.necessity for increasing 
the certaInty and dlmlnlshI~g the delay Involved in institutional 
punishment ... but is is clear that the basic difference is not' 
merely quanei tat~\ve but quali ta ti ve. 

Another critical aspect of·the experimental studies'of 
punishm.ent which does not apply to ,the penal system'is that, ,. 
avers~ v,~'!:. condi tioning is based on repeatedly punishing repeated 
behaVIors in a relatively short per~04"of time. We know of no 

.- .. ,--,+--.... "-Y""~~-,--.......,..------

\ 
\ 
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research, in punishment that de~onst~ates a habital act being 
punished only bnce and the habIt beIng thus extinquished 
(p. 240). 
b ~d finally, al~ost the entire literature on punishment is 

ase on. the ele~trI~ shock. These considerations place a 
substantIal barrIer In the way of deriving penological princiles 
from what are called "the basic laws' of punishment" Cp. 240). P 

Singer (1970) has provided a response to concerns about the 

dissimilarity of shock to judicial sanctions. 

We do know that different types ,of punishment generally do 
not alter the laboratory laws of punishme.nt: Punishing stimili 
~uch ~s slaps,. buzze~s!, con(irfement in a box, shocks of different 
uratlons ~nd ~ntensltles, and removal from the vicinity of 

reward, whlch Include some fair analogues of incarcerat.ion all 
pro~uce the. same expoer imental resul ts even when more than ~l1e 
PCunishment IS used for the same organism in the same experimerit 

p. 411) • 

Despite ~inger's assurances about electric shock, Zimringcand 

Hawkiris' other concerns remain unanswered, and it is important to 

keep them in mind when discussing the relationship of learning 

theory and deterrence. 

Another point of dis,siplilari ty which may be important is 

suggested by ,Zimr ing and Hawkins' use of the term "habi tual'act." 
o 

In the paradigmatic laboratory ~~ocedure, the same behavior is 

.pu~ished a number of times and ~he punishment effects ate 

assessed by measu~ing the decr'easing frequens'y of performance of ,~ 

that same .behavior., The' pra9tical si tuation of juvenile 
, 

sanctioning deviates from this laboratory~rocedure, because, as 

o Zimringand Hawkins point out, th~ juvenile justice system 
'r, 

usually has only on~ opportunity to punish an 1Jlegal behavior, 

an~ if the behavior is detected~a second d~ third time, the 

occasiohs for ~uvishment may be separated"by long periods of 
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time. It is well known that there are no successfUl 

demonstrations of behavioral supression after a single punishment 

with animals (except in the special case of consummatory 
\.') 

behaviors (Garcia, 1974)). However, a single application of 

punishment may be expected to have a more rapid suppressive 

effect with humans than with animals because animal subjects 

require several trials to learn the nature of the continguency 

between their behavior and the punishment. The special cognitive 

capabili ties of: human adolescents ;:J.:-J:i'lJl\~\s them to develop an 
/;/ )) 

/'l 

understanding of the 'rules' for1punishment even before 

punishment is applied, perhaps thus preparing them to be 

especially receptive to learning in a single trial (Grings, 

1965) ~ These .cogni ti ve capabili";~-:;;-1will be discussed in greater 

detail in a later section~ 

There is a second point of deviation from the model: the 

be~,avior which is used as a measure of punishment effects. To 

reiterate, the laboratory research assesses the suppressive 

effects of punishment by measuring a decreasi~g frequency of 

performance of the same behavior that was punished. If othir 

similar behaviors also are observed to decrease in frequ~ncy) 

'generalization' of punishment effects across a class of " 

behaviors Js said to have occurred. Instead of measuring the 

frequency of r~currence of behavior identical to the punished 

behavi03, studies of 'deterrence ef:rects pre"domi'nantly assess for 

simple rearrest or further self-reported'delinquency. If we vi~~ 

the recidivism s'ituati9n from the perspective of a labClratory 
" . 

model of punishment effects~ theft is not r'ecidivism forna 

" 

\1 \ PAGE 5 

juvenile who has been punished for public consumption of alcohol. 

The appearance of theft"behavior cannot be taken as evidence that 

punishment did not effectively suppress alcohol consumption. It 

can however, be taken as evidence that 'deiinquent behavior' was 
... ·1 

not suppressed, that is, that punishment effects did not 
iJ 

gene~alize across responses in the class of il~egal behaviors. 

Clearly, it is generalization of punishment effects that the 

juvenile justice system desires as a result of its inter~~ntions. 

This generalization 6~comes even more crucial when we understand 

that the popular assumption that delinquents tend to specialize 

in one career offense type is unsupported. In a review of the 

literature K~ein(1980),concludes "The clear direction .... is 

predbminantly ~oward randomness, versatility, or cafeteria-style 

delinquency. 
\\ ) 
sJ;telZ"'{aliozation as well as for 

The evidence is extremely weak for 

Given this lack 

oft7m1se " , 
seriousness progressio~~ (p. 

, JI 
f '1' 'h i: o specla lzatlon, t e use "of any fur~her 

5) . 

delinquency as a global measure of the outcome of punishment of a 

single specific offense seems justified as well as ne"cessary,' 
'~ .. 

Unfortunat~ly ,t;"this author discovered no studies, using animals 
\1 

or humans, of punishment generalization.' The question of the" 
I';' 

effectiveness of'punishment in supppr~ssing a large class of 
\~ . 

behaviors as a "habitual act" thus remains unanswered. 

Questions about~~xE.erimental subjects. The second area of 

objection to th,~ appli~ation of an experimental punishment model 

to neg~ti ve "sanctioning is ,the diss imilar i ty 'of researCh, sub jects 

to juvenile offenders. It is possible that the laws of learning 

... ,.-,.-.~~- .-,~" "." 

" , 

1 

'C \ , 
" 

.,f 
" 
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may not predic~ the behaviors of humans as accur~tely as the 

behaviors of the animal subjects upon which the laws were 

developed. Zimring and Hawkins (1973) noted, " ... the vast 

majority of the experimental subjects are rats, cats, dogs, 

monkeys, g~ldfish, and pigeons rather than human beings,i (p. 

239) . Aronfreed, lvho has conducted a number of studies of 

puni~hment wifh human children, cautioned, " ... this eitrapolation 

from animals to humans is" a limi ted one. The socialization of 

the child takes place t~rough sti~ulus. ~hannels and cognitive 

processes which are inherently socially oriented. The " effects of 

this social transmission may not be entirely predictable from the 

effects of the nonsocial medium that i$ generally used to study 

learning in animals" (1968, p. 21). 

Andenaes(1974) explained one implication of this human 

social transmission (or language) for an animal-derived model of" 

punishment; pre-punishment awareness of the behavioral 

contingencies. 

The application of legal punishment is the result of the 
violation of a general norm which prescribes punishment and which 
the offender normally will know in advance. The whole experience 
derives its meanihg from this' relationship between the general 
norm and the application of punishment in the individual case. 
The situation is very different from the situation of a confused 
rat or pigeon who is desperately trying to 'adapt its behavior to 
the incomprehensible manipulations of the psyC"hologist (1974, p. 
185). How does the experience of actua~ punishment influence the 
deterrent effect of the threat--a deterrent effect which has 
proved, in "this case, insufficient to prevent'the offense? (1968, 
p. 88). 

Q 

Thus, Andenae"s' general concern is that punishment will not 

,eliminate the behavior of humans as effectively as it eliminates 

\ 
\. 

the behavior of animals, and he suggests specifically that 

pre-punishlll;Ci)t awareness of the threat of punishment may 

influence ihe responses of humans to punishment. 
,':, 0 
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'In answeD to these concerns, a number of studies of the 

e~fe~ts pf puni~hment on human subjects h~v~ demonstrated that 

the principles derived with animal subjects are very effective 

with humans (see Aronfreed, 1968; Johnston, 1972; Rimm and 

Masters, 1979; for reviews). "In addi t ion, awareness of the 

continguency between behavior and punishment has been shown to 

facilitate human subjects' learning to suppress behavior 

(Aronfreed, 19~8; Grings, 1965; Spielberger, Southard, and 
,,' , /:/ 

Hodges, 1966). However, very few of the human studies=~~{( 
" 

normal adolescents or juvenile'offenders specifically, and most 

sthdied very young children, co11ege.students, institutionalized 

psychotics, and mentally retarded individuals (Johnston, 1972). 
" 

.A1so, Aronfreed cautions, "most of the experiments which have 

show~ pu~ishment can make ~ contribution to normal children's 

learning employ discrimination paradigms (e.g. choice between a 

'correct' toy and a 'forbidden' toy) or other tasks of -a type 

which are not well suited to a demonstration of behavioral 
., 

suppres§ion ... there ias been little empirical work on the use of 

punishm~nt to suppress the overt manifestations of a motivated 
» 

behavioral disposition in children" (1968, 'po 163). 
~ 

Conclusions about extrapolations from the learning theory 

model of punishment to. juvenil~ deterrence.' In summary, a1 though 
'J 

I) 

some authors have advocatedthe.application of principles derived 
',' 

Q -,-.... ~_'t~_, ___ --
''':1 

~I 
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, from an experimehtal ~odel of punishment to i&prove the deterrent 

ii 
effects of negatively sanctioning juvenile offenders, others have 

raIsed objections concernihg the relevance of the 

experimentally-derived model to juvenile justice procedure. 
'\ 

Concerns are that laboratory procedures and research subjects are 

so dissimilar tb sanctioning procedure~ and human adolescents 

that any principles 'derived from the experimental study of 

punishment by psychologists are, of doubtful predictive value for 
o 

the deterrent effects ~f sanctions applied by the juvenile 
. 

justice s~sfem. These objections have not been Satisfactorily 

c{adressed to date, so it is advisable to proceed wi th caution f) ~I 

when extrapolating from the experimental punishment model to the 

juvenile justice system sanctioning procedures. 

" ~ Nevertheless, awareness of the principles of punishment may 

be useful to the ~etet~ence .theoretician. There are some 

iI,llportant similariti,es (t} the expei-imental model of punishment 

and ~uvenile justice ~an~tioning. The goal of each is to 

It suppress undesired behavio'r, and each att/~r.1p~l~s\ to reach the goal 
""J ,0 \\ 

\, // ~\ \ 

by providing unpleasant consequences J,6t' such b'ehavior (al thougli 
#/ 

the juvenile justice system also employs 

incapacitation and diversion). 
others meGms such as 

(f " 
The lit~rature on ~h~ 

\\ 
' r 

j, • 
experimental model ,of punishment contains a list of princIples 

which have been demonstrated to improve the effectiveness of 
~\\ 

pl:lnishment in stippressing,behaviors under controlled st~dy. It 

is not known to what extent any of these princip$esmight also 

improve ,the effectiveness of 'punishment' as meted out by the 
o 

juvenile justice system, bat it is possible that application of . 

d 

o 

\. 

someQof the principles might be advantageous in improving 

specific deterrence effect~. 'All o~ the principles yield 

predict~ons about deterrence of illegal acts by the use of 
(' 

PAGE 9 

negative sanctions in the form of hypotheses which may be tested. 

Before the offerings of the experimental model of punishment are, 

dismissed, research is needed to evaluate the possible"usefulness 

of application of the principles on a system scale. 

This review will define each of the principles which have 

be,en demonstrated tb maximize the effects of punishment in 

suppressing the behavior of animals in the laboratory, with 

reference to hallmark studies from the an~mal learning 

literature. Th~se principles are; (1) the intensity of an \' 

aversive stimulus, (2) the temporal proximity of the aversive 

stimulus to behavior, (3) the availability of reward for the 

behavior, (4) the schedule of delivery of the aversive stimulus, 

and (~) the availability of alternate rewarded behaviors. 
" 

Studies demonstrating the use of each principle with human " 'I) 

subjects will be cited, when a~ailable. Also, deter~ence studies 

from the criminolog,ical literature which may be ,relevant will be 

discussed. 

1. The Intensi tr of the Aversive Stimulus. -cr-

" 

In a thorough review of the animal literature, Azrin ,nd Holz 

(1966) stated, "the intensity of punishment has been found to be 

a fuajor determinant of the degree of response r~ductiori by 
~ 0 

~ punishment. All studies of the intensity of punishment have o 

fou~d ihat the. greater the inten~ity ~f the ~unishing stimulus, c" 

--. 
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the greater is the reduction of the punished responses. When 
) J 

electric shock has been" used, suppression has been virtually 

complete at high intensities" (p. 396). Johnston (1972) noted 

that al though there are no s,tudies of punishment intensity using 

human subjects, "labora}ory studies have shown reliably that 

introduction of the punishing stimulus at lower intensities 

"resulted in less response reduction than if higher initial 

intensities were used." (p. 1041). It is not known whether this 

effect is due to the absolute greater intensity of the initial 
" .:I 

punisher, or to the contrast between the initial and later 

punishers. Clearly~ the implication is that deterrence might be 

increased if first offen~ers were punished severely*, rather than 

leniently. 

There are problems in applying the principle of severity t6 
o 

juvenile sanctioning. It is difficult to eit~nd the model of 

electric shock to the application of negative"sanctions. The 
~) 

conttollable strength and clear, rapid onset and offset of the 

shock have been found to contribute significantly to response 
" ,(I l) 

suppression (Fromer and Berkowitz, 1964; Mowrer, 1960) apd it is 

not at all clea~ at what point in apprehe~ding and processing a 

ojuvenile the 'punishment' begins, or ends. In fact 'punishment' 

.is not off ic.::.i..al ly, meted out at all to a la,rge number of firs·t 
(~ 

offenders or minor offenders. 

o 

*~he te:m 'in~ens i ty' seems more descr ipti ve of electr 1::-6'> shock. 
Seve:Ity' w~ll b~ used to describe the intensity concept i~ " 

relatIon to JuvenIle sanctioning. 

- (; 

i 
i , 
I. 

\J 

' .. 
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Perception of intensity. We are often reminded in the 

punishment literature (Azrin and Holz, 1966; Johnston, 1972) that 
\) '.' 

an aversive stimulus is not defined as a punisher unless it 

suppresses behavi'or, and that it suppresses behavior only if it 

is perceived as aversive by the subject. Thus~ increasing the 

intensities' of punishment in the juvenile justice system must be 

defined as ,increasingly effective in deterring recidivism. This 

author found no studies of juveniles' percepti~ns of s~nction 

severity. However, Rydelius (1~80) found that boys who reported 

feeling afraid when they were apprehended wer~ less likely to 

reoffend than were boys who reported no fear. 

Studies of severity with juvenile offenders. Results are 

contradictbry among studies which h?ve attempted to examine 

recidivism rates for treatment of varying severity appl~ed to 

juvenile offenders. Labelling theorists have piopo~ed that 

"apprehension itself encourages rather than deters further 

delinquency" (Gold and Williams~ 1969, p. 11). In addition to 

the Gold and Williams study, Klein, Teilmann, Lincoln, and Labin 

(1982, forthcoming) reported that, after a 27 month followup, the 

further a juvenile had been processed within the juvenile justice 

system, the greater the chance for rearrest, with juveniles who 

had been· counseled and released rearrested 25% less often than 

juveniles who had been petiti9~ed. In the Klel"n et al st dy . u, 
(! 

juveniles were randomly assigned to treatment groups. In direct 

contrast, McCord (1980) has recently reported that a~ong 
" 

apprehended juvenile first oifenders "those who had been released 

without official processing for their first ar,rests were more 
Y:J' 

, . 
··,t 

.,,:..------ ',~_"~_' .... 'j, . ....,..,. .. ...,, ___ , --"---~''''':*;trx:;:::z.n,::=~" -'J 

_______ ~_~_n. 
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likely to commit subsequent crimes, to commit index crimes, and 

to commit crimes against persons" (p. 1). The small number of 

boys who were fined, put on probation, or discharged after a 
" 

court hearing committed significantly fewer subsequent crimes. 

Murray (1980) has results similar to those of McCord. In his 

study, increasing severity of sanction was related 'to longer time 

until next arrest. It is possible that conflicting results in 

these studies are the effect~ of differential attention paid to 

factors (such a's local law enforcement policies, seriousness of 

offense, number of prior offenses,and age of the juvenile) which 

may influence decisions concerning the disPQsition of sanction 

severity in individual cases. 

Research is needed on juveniles' perceptions of the severity 

of the various sanctions available to th~ juvenile justice 

system, and the differential deterrent effectiveness of these 
" 

sanctioning options, before it will be known whether the 

principle of punishment intensity can be useful within the 

juvenile justice system. 

The Temporal Pr?ximity of the Punishment .to the Behavior. 2. 

J. B. Watson, who has been called the father of' behaviorism, once 
" 

wrote "The idea th~t a child's future bad' b-ehavior will be 

~ prevented by giving him a licking in the evening for something he 

~ did in the morning is ridiculous" (1924, p. 183). A multitude of 

animal studies" have proven Watson's common seIise adage correct. 

" Church (1969) reviewed a number of animal studies that discovered 

that the effectiveness of punishment adminstration diminishes 

QL' 
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rapidly from zero to five seconds following a behavior. Azrin 

,(1966) reviewed animal studies of longer delays and concluded, 

"immediate punishment was no more effective than non-immedIate 

punishment during the first hour. After that time, however the . , 
responses recovered substantially and often completely ~ith 

non-immediate punishment, whereas the responses were reduced 
., 

indefinitely and often completely during immediate punishm~nt. 
;[' ,Y 

Foi enduring effectiveness,~he punishing stimulus should be 

delivered immediately" (p. 394). Delays of punishment have also 

been shown to reduce the effectiveness of behavior-contingent' 

learning in human children (Penny and Lupton, 1961;Walters, 

1-1964) . 

The discrepancy between application of negative sanctions and 

the experimental principle of immediacy of punishment is not 

difficult to discern. tt isdifficu1t to arrange to inflict 

official penalties within five seconds of an illegal act. 

Zimring and Hawkins (1973) have pointed out that the only 

experience in the ·sanctioning process that might fit the 

immediacy requirements o~ the experiment~l model"of punishment is 

apprehension. Gold and Williams (1969), in~heir national study 
',:., ", 

of apprehension of juvetiiles~ concluded that apprehension iiself 

encourages rather than deters further delinquency. Research is 

needed to determine if juveniles perceive apprehension by an 

officer as aversive, and to. illu~inate any differential deterrent 

effects of different mod~s of apprehension and police contact. 

Some ~lrdical reiearchers have f6und that, in the case of the 

"complex response chains composed of numerous discrete behaviors" 

s 

I' 
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which charactize many undesirable human behaviors (e.g. 

stealing), delivery of punishment as early as possible in the 
c 

sequence is much more effective than punishing after the act is 

completed (Aronfreed and Reber, 1965; Berecz, 1976; Birribrauer, 

1968). This effect is probably important in sanctioning illegal 

behavior, because the material rewards for illegal behavior often 

have immediate effects which will be more influential than the 
" 

effects of punishment delivered much later (Eysenck, 1964). This 

author found nQ studies of the likelihood of recidivism among 

juveniles caught in the act, as opposed to juveniles apprehend~d 

later.. A study designed to elucidate the effects of immediate 

apprehension. should, of course,control for the possibility that 

.juveniles who are ca~ght in their acts may be dif~erent from 
" 

juveniles who evade apprehension for a longer time, especially on 

such characteri~tics as social class, intelligence, or physical 

clumsiness; characteristics which may also influe-nce juveniles' 

susceptibility to punishment effects. 

The act-punishment interval. In addition to the problem of 

immediate rewards, another pr'oblem is likely to arise when 

delayed pun'ishment is used in an applied setting: the occurrence 

of behaviors in the interval between the u~desirable behavior and 

the punishment. This . may result in the pun'ishment's suppressive 

~ffects·being applied to behavior other thad the illegal act. 

Between the illegal act and receipt of an official ~anction a 
" juvenile may p~~form th~ behaviors that facilitated his 

apprehension, or perhaps cooperative behaviors with the juvenile 

officer, both of ~hich are clpser tempdrally to the official 

I; 
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sanction than is the delinquent behavior. For example, a boy 

steals a car, has a good deal of fun with ~t, drives on a busy 

street with high police surveillance, is apprehended but 

cooperates with the officer, and then is fined. The act of theft 

is closely followed by a reward (f~n). while the later behaviors 

of driving in a policed area and cooperating are followed by 

punishment. The principle of immediacy of punishment PEedicts 

that the boy will be less 

less likely to drive on a 

car. 

likely to coope\~te with police" and 
~\ " 

busy street, when",,',he steals another 
'''''':c:.. /1:) 

Cognitive mediation of delay effects. The principle of 

immediacy of punishment seems, at this pOint, to predict a 

pessimistic outcome for juvenile deterrence. However, it is 

advisable to "remember Aronfreed' s caution that human social 

communication abilities may mitigate relatidnships demonstrated 

in laboratory research. He stated, "it may be that the most 

crucial function of cognitive representation in the socializati6n 

process is the mediation of th~ temporal gap between the child's 

behavior and its rewarding or punitive consequences" (1968, p. 

72). Aronfreed suggests that delay of puni~hment can be 

compensated for if, at the time of punishment delivery, the 

\~\ child's "cognitive representation" of the act is elicited. The 

affective value of the punishment may become attached to the 

cognitive representation, or verbal description, of the act, 

rather than only to the act itsel,f. Aronfreed maintains that 

this process is one of the means by which internalized control 

ov~r behavior is dev~loped in hum~ns. 
~~ 
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An inverse technique useful in compensating for delay would 
\) " 

consist of creating ~cognitive representstJon for the child of 

the punishment ~o come, at the time of the act. Aronfreed 

(1966), Pagan and Witryo1 (1966) and Maher (1956) have 

demonstrated that the suppress'lve effects 6f a delayed punishment 
(';~ 

can be increased by verbally administered instzuctions that 

increase the talience and certainty of delivery of the 

punishment. (There is some suggest ion' t'ha t verbal and cogni t i ve 

factors may he playing a role in juvenile deterrence. Moffitt, 

Gabrielli, Mednick and Schulsinger (1981) found that recidivistic 

juvenile offenders had16wer scores on, verbal intelligence tests 

than did Qne time offende~s. One explanation could be that ihe' 

one time offenders "formed cognitive representations of their acts 

and punishments more easilYt and thus ben~fitted more from their 

n~gative sanctions, despite any delays which occurred between the 

sanctions and their acts. The implication of Aronfreed's 

suggestions is clear: the sanctioning process might pro~i t ,;from 

having the juvenile, or the police officer or judge, verbally 
Ii 

describe the juve~ile'stransgression and the contingency between 

the act and its punishrnept, at the time the sanction is 

delivered. It is not unreasonable to doubt whether a child's 

cognit~ve representation of a punishment Which has followed his 

delinquent act can actually be effec~~ve in suppressing further 
" 

commissions of the delinquent act. After all, cognitive 

representation is simply "imagining" the punishment taking place. 

There are some d'~which suggest that imaginary (covert) 

punishment can suppress behavior. Epstein and Peterson (1973) 

\\ 
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" reported a laboratory study in which imagined aversive stimuli 

served as well as tangible'punishers in a typical operant 

conditioning paradigm. " 

Two clinical case reports provide 

instances wher~ covert punishment has been used in the 

,suppression of delinquent-type behaviors specifically. Davison 

(1969) induced a child to vividly imagine his father's angry mood 

each time he contemplated a forbidden act. Guidry(1975) utilized 

covert punishment in treating a case " of compulsive stealing. 

When the client felt an urge to steal, he was to imagine being 

caught and disgraced. The client's thefts were reduced by 90 per 

cent ~uring a ten month follow-up ~eriod. It seems that, ~hen 

individuals are aided in establishing a robust· cognitive 

representation of the contingency between act and punishment, the 

representation can have suppressive effects on behaviors. 

In summary, the importance of immediacy o( del i very, of 

punishment is well established. While practical (and 

constitutional) constraints preVent th~ juvenile jusiice system 

from d\~li v~ring immedi.a te punishment, avenues are available for 

overcoming delay effect~. One suc~ avenue is investigation of 

apprehension' as a punishme"yaxperience, since it is the, 

component of tl1e sanctionin~ procedure ,which is temporally 

closest to a juvenile' s actC~Y')er' is examining the possible 
-_/ 

ways in which the cognitive and language abilities of a juvenile 

could be~sed to st~engthen the connection between his act and 

"the de'layed punishment. The explici t use,: of verbal instructio~s 

during the sanctioning may also be found to diminish the problem; 

of punishing the wrong behavior, which often oc~urs with long 

c 

f> 
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punishment delays' in applied settings. 

3. The Availability of Reward for Behavior. 

Recall the laboratory procedure above for studying punishment 

effects wi th animals. The animal is fiq;t taught t,p emit the 

behavior of interest by being rewarded for performing it, before" 

the punishment phase begins. Johnston (1972, p. i044) has 

pointed out that the need for the use of punishment in applied 

settings "unavoidably means that there have been and probably 

still are reinfor~ement procedures concurrently in progress with 

respect to the punished response." In this situation two factors 

are operating which can serve to decrease the effectiveness of a 

punisher: the strength of the response, which is a function of 

past reward, and the maintenance of the response by rewa~ds 

occurring concurrently with 'punishment. 

Respons~ strength. In regard to the first factor, a number of 

ariimal studies have demonstrated that the effectiveness of 

punishment is inversely related to the magni tude, frequ~ncy, a..nd 

immediacy of reward delivered prior to the pnset of punishment 

(Church and Raymond, 1967; Evans, 1970; Ferraro, 1966; and 

Marti~,· 1963). Although studies of response strength in humans 

are not available, this principle implies that if an apprehended 

juvenile has committed illegal acts previously with success and 

payoff, negative sanctioning will probably be less successful in 

deterring him from further illegal behavior than if he had been 

apprehended following his first ill~gal "act. A study of this 
Il 

implication might be executed by comparing recidivism rates among 
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juveniles who s'elf - re'port many delinquent acts prior to their 

first apprehension, with those ~~o self-report relatively few 

,deliquent act~ prior to apprehension. 

Response maintenance. In regard to the second factor, 

Johnston (172, p. 1045) has suggested tha,t "to obtain the maximum, 

effect from a punishing stimulus, the frequency of reinforcement 

for the response should be minimized." The condition under which 

no reinforcement is avaiiable for a b~havior is cilled 

extinction. The frequency of performance of a behavior during 
'.' 

extinction decreases as in punishment; indeed, if extinction' is 

maintained long enough, punishment is not needed. Animal studies 

show that when both punishment and extinction are us~d ' 

simultaneously, the elimination of a behavior is more rapid than 

when ei therprocedure' is used alone (Azrin, 1960; Estes, 1944), 

but that if punis.hment is attempted while reinforcement is still 

aviilable, and is maintaining the response, suppresssion of 

behavior is incomplete and transitory (Azrin and Holz, 1966; ~oe, 

19640. Singer (197,0, p. 4.15) has commented, "since criminal 

behav~or is almost always rewarded, this suggests that we give 

some a'ttention to extinguishing criminal behavior as well as 

punishing it. by withdraw~ng the rewards or making them 

inaccess ible. II Shah (1966, p. 32) writes, " ... the form and 

frequency of certain criminal acts bears some connection to the 

environmental structure and opportunities provided ... The 

relative ease with which cars may be broken into and be started 

without use pf ignition keys, clearly affects the frequency of 

offenses involving joy":riding and automobile theft." If 

; 
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" l"n illegal acts were reduced, the opportunities for engaglng 

d f h acts might diminish, and ex~ectations fo~ rewar or, suc 
" t" " sanctions should increase. relative deterrent effects of nega lve , 

In summary, both the strength of a behavior and the 

maintenance of a behavior by reinforcer~concurrent0with 

h t o mitigate the suppressive effects of punis ment serve 

punishment. Juveniles who are apprenhended at their first 

illegal act may be better candidates for deterrence, and measures 

such as defensive enviro~mental design anp.victim awareness 

h 1 decrease the amount of reward expected for programs may e p 

illegal ,behavior. 

4. The Schedule of Del i V:,ery of the Punisher. 

( Animal studies have demonstrated that behaviors are much more 

, , '( 

'( 

!' 

'" 

f, 

( 

effectively suppressed when every ins'"tance of the act is 

punished, than ~hen the act is only i'ntermi ttently punished, 

allowing" som~ performances bf the act to be rewarded (Azrin, 

Holz, and Hake, 1963; Zimm;rman and Ferster, 1963). The 

discrepancies found between ~elf-report ~nd official records of 

" 1966· Short and~Nye, 1958) indicate juvenile offending (Gold" [ ) 
" , \J 

that many of the offenses commi tted by {fveniles go unp~,mished, 

and we may assum~ that most of these unpunished acts are 

rewirded. Indeed, even many det~ctei and ap~rehended offenders 

remain officially hnpunished. Thus, the existing situation in 
,~, !J 

juvenile sanctioning parallels most closely an intermittent 

h d I " There are no reported studies schedule of punis ment e lvery. 

'h t wl"th humans and even few, studies which of schedules of punis men 
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investigatile :the effects of intermi ttent punishment on the 

,C<behav'ior of animals'. However , some animal studigs which are (; 

reporte~ have unpleasant implications for an applied system using 

intermi ttent puni'shment. For example; sporad,ic puniShm€l:(~;1 'of an 

animal' s i~termi ttently rewarded ~l>,~h~cY,ior will strengthen the , :1 1 ,', 
subsequent resistence to extlnqtion 'of ))the beha:vior when :rewards 

are wi thdrawn (Lawrence and Festinger, 1962; Logan and, Wagner l:-' 
/' ,', " " ,) II 

1965; Martin, 1~63). Behavior t~at conjFinues to ber:ewarded is 

also made resistant to the effects of frequen,t punishment if the 
J-"-\ - (I 

punishment is intro"duced gradually, on can intermi ttent schedule 

(Banks: 1966; 1967). Effects such as these, on the b~haviors of ~ 

animalS""m~y~ggest "that jllveni(l'es }~ho experience punishment for 
'-, (I ~ ?" 

~ ~ () ~':--( , " 

onl~ a few ~f their offe~ses may be li~ely to develop adult 
.,' 

criminal careers as well, and may be especially resistant to 

deterrent e-fifec,t of future punishments. 

Expected Bunishment. Two studies of the social ,~ontrol of 
':?\\ " 

chilq.ren's behavior have shown tha t ~~If children are led to expect 

that punishment will follow a behavior, 'but that actual 
(' 

:",.,0 " .... 
resul ts in {H:9 cOI{sequenC;{J.~then 

I~ ""~",~ 
performance of the behavior 

c;/ I. 

the 

ab~ence of punishment has the effect of a reward; the T'a!~e of 

behavjo17 is increased (Crandall, Good, and C,randall, 1964; 

Offenbach, 1966).' Thus, it is probable that eve~y failure to 

n'~~tivelY sanction apreht'mded offenders by the juvenile j~stice 
system has anti-deterrent effects. There fre data which support 

(, l, .di , 

this notion. Gabrielli and Mednick (in prep~ration) ~ompared 
, ,-- 'J \J ~,? 

adul t offenders who recei vEfd punishme;!lt:s less severe than the 

~ean punishme~t metedufor their offense with offenders who 
1'-0 

~ If 

c· 
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received punishments more severe than the mean. The latter group 
~---. . yl 
f~ reoffended siiii'iYicantly less oft~ln than did the fonner, If we 

can assume that the offenders expected to receive the average 

amount of punishment, then it is possible to infer th.at the 
I> 

f extent to which their actual punishments deviated from this 

expectdd amount impacted their rates ofreoffending considerably. 

j'Results of a study of 1,457 Chicago boys lend support to the idea 

~. . that punishment deli vered at less than the expected level may 

actually reinforce behavior. MUTray (1980) found that failure to 

"take delinquents who were already on probation back to court 

t lfter an arrest was folLowed by faster rearrests. 

Certainty bf punishment. Although data are not available from 

studies of human subjects to clarify the cognitive impact of 

( differehtialschedules of punishment , it is probable that 

differences in suppression effects between continuous and 

intermittent punishment are ,ttributable to perceptions abput the 
.,-;'1 

certainty of~unishment, hot merely the frequency. The classical 

school qfJ, criminology has "long maintained that it is the 
" . 

certainity of punishment, not the severity, that deters persons 

ff~rom criminal behavior (Jeffery, 196
0

5). Parker and Grasmick 
II 

~/' (1979) have demonstra,ted that persons' personal experiences with 

( 

crimes and the personal experi~nce of their acquaintances are 

more"important in influencing their estimates of the certainity 

0:£ arrest than are media reports of official arrest rates. They 

noted tha"? Walker (1969) reported that criminals had more 

accurate knowledge of arrest rates than did the general public, 
(> 

and concluded that ,offenders themselv~~ develop "an accurate 

I 
!, 
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assessment of the low probabilty of their apprehension based on 

personal experience. Offenders are aware that they are on an 

intermittant punishment schedule. 
C' 

What are the implications of such awareness? Erickson, 

Stafford, and GalJiher (1980) surveyed j'uveniles in two Arizona 

counties to assess the effects of rates of punishment for 

specific offenses on the juveniles '~valuatj,,01t of norms 

co~cerning ~he wrongness of engaging in those offenses. Although 

results depended to some'extent on the seriousness of the acts, 
Ii 

in general juveniles were more willing to engage in offenses with 

the lowest probability of punishment. In addition, juveniles who 

had been personally apprehended for an offense, but treated 

leniently, perceived the offenses as less serious than even the 

,juveniles who had not been apprehended. This group i-~ similar in 

~ome ways to the children in 'Offenbach's (1966) stu~y who 

experienced as a reward an expected punishment which was not 

del i vered ." 

" Uncertain punishments. Siegel (1978) compared ,the 

perfor.mance of sociopathic pfrisoners, nonsociopathic prisoners, 
, 

and college students on , card game in which the probability of 

p~nishment (losing poker chips which could be rede~med for money) 

was manipulated by the exp~rimenter. When thepr0b,ability of 

punishm~nt was in the midrange (40 - "70 per cent) so~iopaths were 
",r-· 

more willing to ri~k the loss of poker chip~ than were members of 

" the two control groups~, When questioned following t~e card games 

about their percepti'ons of the probabili ty of punishment, the 
\~ 

sociopaths underestifuated the likelihood of losing P9ker chJps 
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chips when the probability of loss w~s in the midrange, but did 

not underestimate, the probabili ty of los's when loss ,;was, a<:tually 

qui te certainll 

In summary, animal studies haNe proven that continuous 

punishment is more effective than intermitent punishment in 

suppressing behavior. Indeed, it is possibie that sporadic 

punishment of a rewarded behavior, or failure to deliver an 

expected punishment, can actually serve to increase the strength 

of a ,behavior. These laboratory findings aboutpunrshment 

schedules are interpreted in terms of juveniles' perceptions 

about the certainty of punishment for illegal behaviors. 

Criminological studies exist which demonstrate that perceived 

certainty of punishment is determined by personal experience and 

that it affects juveniles' willingness to engage in illegal acts. 

A subgroup of serious multiple offenders may be especially likely 

to underestimate the likelihood of punishment when punishment is 

uncertain. Singer (1970, p. 417) wrote, " the moral derived from 

the basic experimental results concerning certainty is 

nevertheless straightforward: Catch more criminals more of the 

time ... " Unfortunately, the moral,is not as straightforward to 

implement as it is to understand. However, the data indicate 

that policy whidi mandates "that puni!5hment must be administered 
'..'. 

to all first offenders who are apprehended might prove" useful in 

reducing the rewarding effects of lenient treatment of 

apprehended first offenders. Recall the McCord (1980) study.~n 
which first offenders-who were released without official" 

processing were more likely to commit subsequent crimes than boys 

\.~ 
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who received full processing and t . sen enclng. Evaluation ~esearch 

of such a policy mandating punishment of all apprehended 

offenders is in order. 

'5 • Availability of Alternate Rewarded Responses 

Several studies have ,reported that complete suppression of a 

behavior can be rapidly achieved using punishment, if animals are 

offeied~an opportunity fo perform an alternate unpunished 

behivior which results in delivery of the reward previously 
.-:.~ 

provided by the punished beh~vior (Boe, 1964; Solomon, 1964;0 

Whiting and Mowrer, 1943). (In addition, Rachlin (1967) found 

that manipulation of the severity of p~nishment has a greater 

suppressive effect when a rewarded alternate behavior is 

available. Solomon, Turner: and Lessac (1968) demon!)trated that 

even delayed punishment will suppress behavior when an alternate 

behavior is available. Karsh and Williams (1964) reported an 

exper iment with childr,en in which no behavioral alternate was 
" 

availa~le fo~ the punished behavior. They found punishmen~ to be 

ineffective in suppressing the children'S behaviors. In a study 

in which m~nt~Yl P\~tients were offered both an unpunished and an 

intermittently ptinished lever to pull in order to earn 

cigarettes, th~ behavior of pulling the iptermittently punished 

lever was totally suppressed as "soon as the nonpunished lever was 

made available (Holz, Azrin and Allyon, 1963). Azrin and Holz 

(1966) explained that punishment of a beh~vior foi which there is 

no alternat~ beha~ior may be expected to suppress responding byu 

only 30 per cent: 

! -; 



.~. Problems in application of the principle of al ternai'e 

response. On the basis of studies 'such'· aP the ones' ci ted 
'.\ 
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here 

Singer (1970? p. 429) conCluded, "thfs cumulative evidence p~ints 

directly and overwhelmingly to the importaI)ce of combining 

rehabilitation with punishment. Our correctional system must 

provide off~nders alternative routes and skills to obtain th~ 

rewards they formerly obtained only, or much more easily, through 

crime." There are however, several important dissimilarities <;" 

between the experimental procedures which produced the principle 

of alternate responses and the practical situation of the 

fuvenile justice system. In laboratory studies of punishment, 

the subjects are first deprived of the reward which the 

experimenter intends to use so as to insure the subjects' 

motivation to behave. For example rats are starved to 70 per 

cent of body weight, or children are deprived of social contact 

for a time (Lovaas and Simons, 1969). Thus, the alternate 

behavior is n~cessary for elimination of the punished b~havior 

because the subjects experience strong motivation to obtatn the~' 

reward (food pellets or encouraging hugs). Although large 

numbers of juvenile offenders are from lOw income £amilies, and 

may be 'property deprived', the nature of the motivation behind 

many delinquent acts is not clear. Acts not motivated by 

biological surVival needs may not require alternate responses 

when they are punished. 

Johnston (1972) pointed out that all avai1abl~ studies have 

C had the alternate response produce the same kind and amount of 

reward as the punished reponse. Programs ml"ght b t d . ~ s,~gges e to 
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offer althletiF contests as alternates to gang fighting, each of 

which produce the reward of defeating rival juveniles*. However, 

it is difficult to imagine an a1ternate"behavior to" theft which 

mi~ht also provide a fourteen year old with a color television 

set in less than fifteen minutes, .. or an alternate acceptable 

behavior to drug use which will provide~the same high. For many 

illegal behaviors, it is the unacceptable nature'of the reward 

which makes the behavior a crime. Studies are needed which 

cl~rify ~he effects ~f rewarding the alternative response with a 

different class of reinforcers. 

Another problem with extrapolation fr6m the experimental 

studies is that in laboratory procedure th& punished and 

alternate responses are very similar in topography, (for example, 

pressing a red bar versus pressing a green bar) while iij the case 

of juvenile offenses, the punished and alternate behaviors must 

be dissimilar. For example, one can offer a juven.ile thief a job 

as an alternate means to obtain a television set, but it will 

probably require moriths of effort rather than minutes. Even-rats 0 

will always cho?se the behavior requiring the least effort to 

obtain a reward (Mitchell', Scott and William~, 1973). Johnston 

(1972) has also cautioned that it must be anticipated that the 

schedule of rein£Qrcement for the alternat~ behavior wbuld affect 

the proportion of responding with the alternate, as opposed to 

the punished behavior. If working at a job is reinforced every 

*It is well to remember that a reward must be defiI)ed as 
rewarding in the perceptiori of the juvenile; an athletic victory 
may not mean the same as a violent victory to the subjects of 
the program. 
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two weeks, and studying for a college degree is reinforced once 

every four years, many persons with experIence in illegall'y 

obtaining a less delayed and more f~equent reinforcement schedule 
'\ 

would prefer the punished behavior to these alternate behaviors, 

especially if the probability of punishment is low. Juvenile 

offenders may be especially susceptible to this preference. 

Mischel ~196l),found that children who were identified as 

delinquent more frequently chose an immediate smaller reward, 

rather than a delayed larger reward, than did children who had 

not been identified as deli~quent. 
" 

"Neverth~less, despite the practic~l difficulties in providing 

~.,. "',4" ',,". 

rewarding alternatives to punished behaviors, it is probable that 

many juveniles who do not engage in delinquent acts refrain from 

doing so because they prefer, al ternate behaviors. Some. illegal 

behaviors may be more susceptible to replace~ent .with alternate 

behaviors and rewards than are others. Programs could be 

attempted which take advantage of the cognitive abilities of 

human adolescents ~y increasing the sali~ncy of longer te'~m 

rewards and providing instructions for how they are attained with 

the least effort. Research "is als'~ needed to determine whether 
". 

any tendency to be less able to tolerate delayed rewards is 

related to delinquent recidivism. 

Two Final Comments 

Five principles of punis~ment derived ~rom laboratory 

research have beeh discussed in" terms of their implicatibns for 

juvenile deterrence. As is qften the case with efforts to 
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develop principles a~out human behavior in a social context, the 

individual pr{nciples considered'al~ne do not cjpture the 
f! 

complexity of what really happens when punishment is used in 

applied settings; simplistic approaches to sanctioning based on 
, " 
the predictions of these principles may be doomed to less than 

spectacular deterrence effects. It is important to consider the 

possibility of mitigating interrelationships, both between the 
" 

principles themselves and between the principles and the 

individual psychological characteiistics of juvenile offenders to 

whom they may be applied. 

Interprinciple ielationships. A good example of ways in which 

the effects of various principles may be dependent upon their 

interrelationships is prbvided b~ Cohen (1967; cited in Singer 

1970, p. 420). 

'.' 

Criminologists have known for some time that increased 
severity of pUl!ishments has little effect on incidence)of crimes. 
Why does severIty have little effect, in view of both common 
~ense and the previously mentioned experimental indications that 
It ought to? Because the punishments are so uncertain and 
del~yed .. The effect o~ delay isoto lessen severity and ' 
manIpulatIons of severIty have little effect at long delays 
(Cohen, 1967). , 

Although it is easy to imagine how relationships between 

principles may act to decrease the overall effectiveness of 

puhishmertt, it is equally probable that less than bptimal 

application of one principle may ~~ compensated for by 

maximization of another. For example, given the ht,lmane 
, 

lim'itations on severity of punishment for juveniles, the 

principle. of continuous' schedule of punishment COUld" be utilized 
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to assure that each offender at least receives what punishments 

are available. Or, a ~ombination of high certainty of punishment 

an~ shoriened delays may preclude the need for increasing 

severity. No experimental studies of relat~onships between 

different principles of punishment are available. Research in 

this area would be invaluable to designers of juvenile justice 
" 

sanciioning policy. 
'.' 

Individual differences in response .to punishment. References 

have already been made in this paper to characteristics of 

individual juveniles which may mitigate t,he effectiveness of 

punishment in some ways. Differences in the experiencing of fear 

(Rydelius, 1981), verbal intelligence (Moffitt, eta aI, 1980) and 

ability to tolerate delay of reward (Mischel, 1961) were 

mentioned. Additional factors have been posited which may 

determine the magni~ude and direction, of the r~actions of 

different individuals to the same experience of being punished; 

for example, autonomic n~rvous system responsiveness (Mednick, 

1977), cort ical arousal, (EEG) (Eys,enck, 1967), and' previous 

experience with punishment in the family (Becker, 1964). The 

literature about these individual characteristics wilr be 

reviewe,d in a subsequent paper, but it is important to point out 
" 

that there is some evidence that we cannot eipect all juveniles 

to respond uniformly to ~ny manipulation of the various. 
\) 

principles of punishment discussed in 'this pap~,r. 

Conclusions 

Despite cautions about the appropriateness of applying the 
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experimental model of punishment to the'proces~ of negative 

sanctioning of juvenile offenders, I have asserted that \~~/1i~~)SS 
of the principles of p~nishment may be of use to the deterrence 

theoretician. Principles of punishment exist which have been 

shown to augment the suppressive effects of punishment in 

research settings, and the implicatbns'of the principles for 

improving juvenile deterrence merit careful investigation. 

However, it has become evident during the course of this review 

that, while consideration of the punishment principles yields a 

number of testable implications for deterrence, there are also 

large gaps in the punishment literature itself which call for 

research efforts befdre such impli~ations can be confidently 

evaluated. Examples of such unexplored g9-Ps are: the role of 

human togqitive and verbal abilities in attenuating d~lay of 

punishment, and the possibility of interrelationships between the 

viririus principles. Therefore, it is not suggested that policies 

or programs designed to implement any of the learning theory 

principles of ,,punishment be adopted immediately, but a call for 

research i~ extended. 
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